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Vincent Lindon and Alain Cavalier are pals. Like father and son nearly. They sip port in bars dreaming of a film they might make. Together.

Once in a while, they don suit and tie. Switch on a camera, play men of power. See how much trouble they can make. For a laugh. Tell a tall story, part personal, part – plain tall. As ever at the movies, there’s that excellent question no one can answer: is it all make-believe?
- I feel I really could be Prime Minister. Given the right entourage. If I choose the right team. If I am kind and sensible, if I sort good ideas from bad.
- I like him.
He’s warm.
A touch impulsive.
But I’ll rein him in.
He’s tough.
Frighteningly sympathetic.
He’ll be popular.
- In a company, when the lowliest worker earns one fiftieth what his boss earns, something’s wrong.
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